Discordance between self-reported symptom severity and psychosocial functioning ratings in depressed outpatients: implications for how remission from depression should be defined.
The diagnosis of depression is based on the presence of symptoms along with functional impairment. One might therefore expect the definition of remission of depressive disorder to be based on the resolution of both symptoms and functional impairments. This, however, is not how the field has been defining remission. Rather, in treatment studies of depression, remission has been defined in symptom terms only. Clinical experience suggests that there is sometimes discordance between patients' symptom severity and functioning. No studies, however, have examined the frequency of this discordance. We examined the concordance of ratings of depression symptom severity and psychosocial functioning in a sample of 503 outpatients receiving treatment for major depressive disorder. The majority of patients were concordant in these ratings (i.e. no symptoms and no functional impairment, or ongoing symptoms and impairment), though one quarter of the patients were discordant. Specifically, approximately one quarter of the patients with depressive symptoms denied concurrent psychosocial impairment. In contrast, it was rare for patients without symptoms to report functional impairment. Almost all patients without both symptoms and functional impairment considered themselves to be in remission, and almost all patients with both symptoms and functional impairment did not consider themselves to be in remission. Half of the patients who reported normal functioning despite ongoing depressive symptoms considered themselves to be in remission from their depression. This suggests that current symptom-based definitions of remission might be too narrow.